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 1 Fantasy for Flute, Piano & Percussion (2015) [11:00]
  Gina Gulyas, flute | Ian Scarfe, piano
  Divesh Karamchandani, percussion

  Due Celli (2013)
 2 Toccata: Calmly, vivo [3:23]
 3 Aria: Lento e cantabile [3:32]
 4 Saltarello: Presto con fuoco [2:01] 
  Jean-Michel Fonteneau, cello | Jennifer Kloetzel, cello

  Nocturne & Dance (2014)
 5 Nocturne [6:42]
 6 Dance [5:22]
  Matthew Boyles, clarinet | Rachel Patrick, violin
  Ian Scarfe, piano

  Arab Love Songs (2015)
 7 Oh, my love [2:37]
 8 I am no teacher [3:14]

 9 My lover asks [1:58]
  Marnie Breckenridge, soprano | Jennifer Kloetzel, cello   
  Hadley McCarroll, piano

  Duo for Flute & Violin (2017)
 10 Allegro ma non troppo [2:24]
 11 Presto [1:37]
 12 Affettuoso [2:53]
 13 Vivace [2:39]
  Gina Gulyas, flute | Rachel Patrick, violin

 14 Romance for Cello & Piano (2015) [5:43]
  Jennifer Kloetzel, cello | Hadley McCarroll, piano

 15 Lacrimosa for String Quartet (2016) [7:22]
  Chamber Music Society of San Franciso
  Jory Fankuchen, violin | Natasha Makhijani, violin 
  Clio Tilton, viola | Samsun van Loon, cello

 16 Serenade for Chamber Ensemble
  “Broadway Boogie-Woogie” (1991, rev. 2014) [9:05]
  Gina Gulyas, flute | Matthew Boyles, clarinet
  Rachel Patrick, violin | James Jaffe, cello
  Ian Scarfe, piano | Divesh Karamchandani, percussion
  Andy Meyerson, percussion | Richard Aldag, conductor

  Total Time = 71:12 
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THE MUSIC
With this release, American composer Richard Aldag shares his first 
recorded collection of chamber music. Although Aldag, now in his early 
60’s, has been a composer for most of his life, these pieces are new and 
recent from 2013-2017 including of the final piece that was composed in 
1991 but revised in 2014. After years of Zorba’s “full catastrophe living” 
including raising a family and wearing many practical hats as executive 
and artistic director, conductor, educator, arts administrator, et al, Aldag 
has finds himself in a creative resurgence as a composer. This generous 
collection offers a range of ensemble and instrumentation from duo to 
septet variously featuring flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, percussion 
and soprano including a set of songs, a string quartet and a finale with 
Aldag as conductor. The inspirations and expressive intentions are simi-
larly diverse as amply suggested by the various titles including Fantasy, 
Toccata, Saltarello, Nocturne and Dance, Arabic Love Songs, Romance, 
Lacrimosa, and Serenade with subtitle “Broadway Boogie-Woogie.” In 
toto, this recording offers a rich and finely curated showcase for Aldag’s 
latest music with a chance to get to know this original and compelling 
composer through the intimate expression and vivid textures that are 
the distinguishing hallmarks of chamber music. 
 Aldag holds a Ph.D. in Music from the City University of New York 
Graduate Center. His principal teachers included Carlos Surinach, Henry 
Weinberg, and George Perle in music composition; Carl Schachter and 
Saul Novack in music theory and music analysis; and Barry S. Brook in 
musicology. Specific influences include the music of Roger Sessions, 
Luigi Dallapiccola, and Ralph Shapey. This is a distinguished and heady 
pedigree broadly encompassing post-WWII serialism with a significantly 
American orientation, a lineage with which Aldag clearly identifies and 

THE COMPOSER
Richard Aldag is an American-born composer, 
educator, and arts administrator (born in Queens, 
New York City on August 8, 1955). He grew up 
in Howard Beach, Queens and attended Queens 
College. Aldag holds a Ph.D. in Music from the City 
University of New York Graduate Center, where 
his principal teachers included Carlos Surinach, 

Henry Weinberg, George Perle, and Ralph Shapey. 
 Aldag has received commissions from such diverse entities the 
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra, the Queens Symphony’s “Sounds from 
the Left Bank,” Trio Versailles, Earplay, the San Francisco Chamber 
Orchestra, cellist Zuill Bailey, pianist Lara Downes, and Chamber Music 
San Francisco. Aldag has served as Composer-in-Residence for the Sitka 
Summer Music Festival (2014) and the El Paso Pro Music Chamber Music 
Festival (2015). 
 Aldag has served on the faculties of San Francisco State University, 
San José State University School of Music and Dance, Pacific Union 
College, the Aaron Copland School of Music of Queens College, 
Fordham University, and the Brooklyn Conservatory of Music. He served 
as a special lecturer in music composition and contemporary American 
music at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music in 1991 and 1992.
 In addition to his work as composer and educator, Aldag has held 
administrative positions that include Executive Director of the Napa 
Valley Symphony (2006-2011); Executive Director of Lincoln Theater 
Napa Valley (2009-2011); Executive Director of the San Francisco 
Chamber Orchestra (2002-2007), Executive Director of Los Lupeños 
de San José (1998-2000); and Director of the Silicon Valley Youth 
Conservatory at San José State University (1995-1998). 



oping this sense of “change of ‘key’ area” and that this contributes to 
the accessibility of the music. To that end, I do employ traditional con-
cepts (e.g. sequential passages) to make the sense of “harmonic motion” 
apparent to the listener.”

 As you listen to Aldag’s music and discovers how you rather 
naturally “follow it,” you might soon observe some of these traditional 
aspects that play such a key role in most coherent music. First, the 
use of short melodic fragments, “shapes” that repeat while moving 
around in musical space, often from one instrument to another in a kind 
of imitative dialog that establishes a stable vocabulary. Second, at a 
higher level and on a longer scale, the appearance, disappearance and 
recurrence of these motives, sequences and other recognizable shapes 
sculpts a narrative based on familiarity, elaboration, departure,  
adventure and return. 
 At least one more noticeable technique in Aldag’s musical coher-
ence springs from is his rhythmic prowess. While close inspection 
reveals a fluid and even quite complex use of meters, beats and note 
values, the finely articulated rhythms largely pursue a steady “groove” 
(regardless of pace) giving the music an overall sense of expressive 
momentum and direction, an essential musical element so often lost in 
modern and post-modern music where rhythm itself is unduly “param-
eterized.” All of this is to say that, though post-tonal and happily in 
Aldag’s own, original language, the music is accessible, expressive and, 
ultimately, musical. 
 The Fantasy for flute, percussion and piano (2015) vividly demon-
strates each of these elements. On a small scale, you can hear motives 
and chains of motives in sequence traded between flute and piano. On a 
larger scale, the music alternates between slow and fast, between a kind 

acknowledges with pride. Yet he has long since moved beyond the 
rigorous pursuits for “absolute, total systems” in favor of music that is 
expressive, communicative, accessible and ultimately, for a real audi-
ence of music lovers. Less from a particular school, Aldag composes 
these days much more from instinct, using his ear, and creating from 
a fully internalized, organic process. Nonetheless, for those seeking at 
least a taste of verbal categorization, Aldag loosely describes his com-
positional style as “Neo-Expressionism, combining lyricism with rhyth-
mic energy in a post-tonal context that is complex, yet accessible at the 
same time.” 
 For most listeners, it will become quickly apparent that Aldag’s 
music is not in the most familiar major and minor key system that we 
know from popular or the most traditional classical music. In his words, 
“Everything on the recording is post-tonal. While there are traditional 
“consonances” from place to place (e.g. euphonious intervals like 3rds 
and 6ths), the music is not based around a traditional tonal center.” But 
the music is neither rigidly organized around a twelve-tone system nor 
so freely atonal as to be, well, perplexingly random where its expressive 
intent is enigmatic. Rather, Aldag consistently achieves an engaging and 
expressive coherence through a variety of means resulting in music that 
is both new and refreshingly approachable, something to discover as 
well as to successfully experience. 
 One of his techniques addresses a challenge of purely  
post-tonal music: 

“Over the years, a major goal of mine has been to find a way to invoke 
the idea of “harmonic arrival” into an atonal environment. One of the 
issues that I have had with a great deal of post-tonal music has been the 
lack of “harmonic change.” I think that I have been successful in devel-



texture find the instruments weaving an expressive and interactive  
lattice around the voice like the complex foliage that is inseparable  
from the blossom.
 Aldag composed the Duo for flute and violin (2017) at the request 
of the musicians on this performance, Gina Gulyas (flute) and Rachel 
Patrick (violin). He was especially interested in highlighting their  
virtuosity and musicianship. As with Due Celli, the music pursues finely 
argued and expressive “inventions” for two closely matched voices but 
in this case set in strong relief with contrasting instrumental timbres. 
Despite the sporadic use of double-stops in the violin (playing 2 or  
more notes simultaneously), the music rather miraculously comprises  
2 linear strands.
 The original Viennese progenitors of post-tonal music (Schoenberg, 
Berg and especially Webern) evolved from a highly emotional Romantic 
idiom with traits that were largely retained in a new music that was 
perhaps, ultimately, still more about heart than mind. Very much in this 
vein, Aldag’s deeply expressive Romance for cello and piano (2015) 
was premiered by Natalie Raney, cello and Rachel Kim, piano, at Pacific 
Union College.
 The Lacrimosa for string quartet (2016) uses a traditional Latin 
title meaning “weeping” and often associated with the requiem mass: 
for the dead. Aldag elaborates: “I wrote this in response to the Orlando 
nightclub shooting in June 2016 and dedicated to the remembrance of 
victims of senseless violence. The phrases that suddenly stop and then 
continue represent the young live cut short. The final chords are  
representative of the slow deaths of victims.”
 The final work on this recording, Serenade for Chamber Ensemble 
“Broadway Boogie-Woogie” (1991, Revised 2014) is for septet with 
conductor. It was premiered at the Aaron Copland School of Music in 

of suspenseful tension and a relaxed, free flowing momentum. As with 
the Serenade at the end, Aldag’s judicious and effective use of  
percussion perfectly punctuates the narrative.
 Aldag wrote Due Celli (2013) while Composer-in-Residence at Sitka 
Summer Music Festival for Zuill Bailey and Jennifer Kloetzel. “I wanted 
to use Baroque forms—I had been the first to present Zuill playing the 
complete Bach Suites. I used Italian forms (Toccata, Aria, Saltarello) 
in reference to the two beautiful Italian cellos (Goffriller and Amati) 
that were played by the artists.” Here, motive, sequence, rhythm, pace, 
and interactive call and response join to create a vivid musical dialog 
between two perfectly matched voices.
 Written for the Vinifera Trio, the Nocturne and Dance for clarinet, 
cello and piano (2014) reflects Aldag’s contemporary life in Northern 
California. Subtitled “8/24/2014,” he describes the first movement as a 
tongue-in-cheek reenactment of the Napa earthquake (it happened in 
the middle of the night) and the second movement as “happiness as 
life goes on.” Naturally, the nocturnal serenity is disrupted by a rippling 
arpeggio activating, one by one, all three instruments in a temblor and 
subsequent aftershocks while the second-movement dance (presumably 
daytime) nonetheless harbors a lingering memory of the previous night.
Another contemporary topic informs the sensuous Arabic Love Songs 
for soprano, cello and piano (2016). “Due to all of the anti-Muslim  
sentiment in the nation, I was moved to investigate the history of love 
poetry from the Middle East and I found some poems by the late-Syrian 
poet Nizar Kabbani (1923-1998) on a website devoted to love poems in 
Arabic.” Particularly evocative for their potent, Rumi-esque brevity, the 
texts lend a natural primacy to Breckenridge’s beautiful voice, yet, as 
with all well-crafted chamber music, the ensemble is not merely voice 
with “accompaniment.” Aldag’s fine use of motives, imitative dialog and 



For the fish need no teacher
To teach them to swim
And birds need no teacher
To teach them flight.
Swim on your own.
Fly on your own.
Love comes with no textbooks
And the greatest lovers in history were illiterate.

III
My lover asks:
“What is the difference between me and the sky”
The difference, my love,
Is that when you laugh,
I forget about the sky.

From Arabian Love Poems by Nizar Kabbani, translated by Bassam 
K. Frangieh & Clementina R Brown. Copyright © 1999 by Bassam K. 
Frangieh & Clementina R Brown. Used with permission of Lynne Rienner 
Publishers, Inc.

1991 and conducted by Jeffrey Schindler. “Some rhythmic aspects were 
revised in 2014 for a performance at Pacific Union College. I added the 
title “Broadway Boogie-Woogie” in honor of my late friend Ed Miner 
who told me that the piece sounded like New York to him.” An apt 
instrumental culmination of the recording features flute, clarinet, violin, 
cello, piano and percussion commonly known as a Pierrot Ensemble 
after Schoenberg’s inaugural piece, Pierrot Lunaire, of 1912. The ref-
erence coincidentally reinforces Aldag’s orientation as a post-tonal 
expressionist while the same historical period soon leads to Stravinsky 
with his quirky ragtime-oriented rhythms that also come to mind here, 
albeit under the label “Boogie-Woogie.” Vivid timbres, well-articulated 
and nuanced rhythms, motivic and formal continuities shaping a narra-
tive along passing points of subtle harmonic arrival all inform Aldag’s 
uniquely expressive musical language that becomes ever more rich, 
right, and communicative on subsequent listenings.
— Kai Christiansen, founder of earsense, the chamber music  
exploratorium at earsense.org

Arabic Love Songs
I
Oh, my love,
If you were at the level of my madness,
You would cast away your jewelry,
Sell all your bracelets,
And sleep in my eyes.

II
I am no teacher
To teach you how to love,



Marnie Breckenridge
American soprano Marnie Breckenridge is a seasoned singer and actor 
known for her deeply expressive score interpretations, layered charac-
terizations, and her lyrical, pure soprano. She is continuously praised for 
her grounded storytelling and audience believability. A favorite among 
some of the most gifted composers of our time, her musicianship and 
technique are infused equally with her dramatic skills. Collaborators 
have included Frederica von Stade, Kira Te Kanawa, Luna Pearl Woolf, 
Jon Bernstein, David T. Little, Royce Vavrek, Lorin Maazel, San Francisco 
Opera, English National Opera, Los Angeles Opera, Prague State Opera, 
Glyndebourne Festival Opera, and many more.

Jennifer Kloetzel
A graduate of The Juilliard School and a Fulbright Scholar, cellist 
Jennifer Kloetzel has concertized throughout the United States, Europe 
and Asia. A founding member of the Cypress String Quartet, Ms. 
Kloetzel has toured the world and performed at outstanding venues 
such as the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the Chautauqua 
Institute and the Ravinia Festival, the Lobkowicz Palaces in both Vienna 
and Prague, as well as prominent colleges and conservatories nation-
wide. She has given numerous recitals, including concerts for San 
Francisco Performances and on WQXR in New York. Strad Magazine 
hailed, “Cellist Jennifer Kloetzel is impressively passionate…” Ms. Kloetzel 
has recorded 16 CDs with the CSQ, most recently the entire cycle of 
Beethoven Quartets on the Avie label. In addition, she is a frequent 
guest soloist with orchestras, performing concertos by Brahms, Dvorak, 
Elgar, Lalo, Shostakovich, Beethoven and Haydn.

THE PERFORMERS
Vinifera Trio
Taking its name from the wine producing grape (Vitis Vinifera), found 
its roots in California’s Napa wine country in 2014. Comprised of pia-
nist, Ian Scarfe, violinist/violist, Rachel Patrick, and clarinetist, Matthew 
Boyles, the Vinifera Trio performs a range of classical and contempo-
rary repertoire, and brings an appealing kind of casual intimacy to even 
the most formal concerts and events. Recognized for their “...insightful 
performances...and engaging musical commentary...” (Daniel Rouslin, 
Willamette University), the trio has as its core, the classical masterpieces 
—from the elegance of Mozart and Schumann to the thornier works of 
Bartok and Stravinsky. Because of their diverse musical passions and 
talents, this trio has successfully grafted other styles of music into their 
programs, including the wild energy of Klezmer, the snappy rhythms of 
jazz and the mournful rhetoric of many folk traditions.

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco
Founded in the spring of 2013, the Chamber Music Society of San 
Francisco was born out of a collective desire to perform the great 
chamber music repertoire. Dedicated to bringing these masterworks to 
diverse audiences, CMSSF is passionate about concertizing in intimate 
settings, creating close connections between performers and listen-
ers, and cultivating a relationship between music and audiences that 
extends far beyond the perimeter of the concert hall. 
 Founding members Natasha Makhijani, Jory Fankuchen, Clio Tilton 
and Samsun van Loon came together through their mutual love of the 
late Beethoven String Quartets. Forming a core to collaborate with 
beloved Bay Area musicians as guest artists.



Matthew Boyles
Clarinetist Matthew Boyles enjoys a busy and versatile career as a per-
former and educator in the San Francisco Bay Area. He is the found-
ing clarinetist of the Vinifera Trio, with which he has been featured on 
series throughout the Bay Area and Pacific Northwest. As a chamber 
musician, he is also a series artist for the Trinity Alps (California), Bodhi 
Tree North (Palo Alto) and Amici Music (North Carolina) Concert Series. 
Matthew is also an active orchestral musician, frequently performing 
with ensembles such as the Modesto Symphony, California Symphony, 
Monterey Symphony and the San Francisco Ballet Orchestra.

 Rachel Patrick
Violinist/violist Rachel Patrick leads a versatile musical life as both a 
performer and teaching artist. Recent performances include the German 
premier of Tan Dun’s “Hero” Concerto with the Schleswig-Holstein 
Festival Orchestra, Kevin Puts’ Violin Concerto with the South Bend YSO 
and the premier recording with Sinfonia Varsovia of David Canfield’s 
Rhapsody after Gershwin, a piece written for and dedicated to her. 
She has presented solo and chamber music recitals on four continents, 
recently completing a tour of Asia with one of her trios, Nu Expressions. 
She is also the founding violinist of the San Francisco Bay area based 
Vinifera Trio. She has recorded CDs for the Enharmonic, Crystal, Albany, 
and Toccata Classics labels and is a series artist for the Trinity Alps, and 
Amici Music chamber music series.

Jean-Michel Fonteneau
Jean-Michel Fonteneau is a founding member of the Ravel String 
Quartet, winner of two prizes at the Evian String Quartet Competition, 
and of the first French Grammy Award “Les Victoires de la Musique 
Classique.” Highly sought after, Mr. Fonteneau performs frequently 
with such renowned artists as Leon Fleisher, Menahem Pressler, Gilbert 
Kalish, Claude Frank, Peter Frankl, Kim Kashkashian, members of the 
Amadeus, Juilliard, Pro Arte, and Fine Arts Quartets. A passionate and 
devoted teacher, Jean-Michel Fonteneau served on the faculty of the 
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique in Lyon, France, until 
1999, when he moved to the United States to join the faculty of the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music. He appears regularly at summer festi-
vals including the Yellow Barn Music Festival, Domaine Forget, Oberlin 
at Casalmaggiore, MYA, and ARIA. Mr. Fonteneau’s recordings can be 
found with Musidisc-France and Albany Records.

Gina Gulyas
Gina Gulyas is a creative and innovative flutist living in the Bay Area. 
She completed a Masters’ degree at the San Francisco Conservatory, a 
Bachelors’ degree at the Oberlin Conservatory, and spent time studying 
at the Liszt Academy in Budapest, Hungary. She juggles a full-time job 
at Stanford University with an active freelance career including perfor-
mances with various chamber groups, orchestras and for recordings. 
Gina has performed in a range of venues, from chamber music at a  
privately owned alpine lake, to orchestral performances at Disney Hall. 
Her adventurous spirit and endless curiosity shine through creating a 
well-rounded and engaging musician.



Diego Opera, Utah Festival Opera, while enjoying collaborations with 
many local San Francisco groups—Hadley has worked with nearly every 
Bay Area opera company—including San Francisco Opera, Opera San 
Jose, Festival Opera, and West Bay Opera. Equally at home as a solo-
ist, she has given performances (as part of sfSound’s Cage Series) of 
Sonatas and Interludes at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and 
piano and voice works at ODC Theater; she also performed recitals of 
Beethoven, Ligeti, Liszt and Schumann in San Francisco.

Divesh Karamchandani 
Percussionist Divesh Karamchandani graduated in 2012 from California 
State University, Stanislaus with a B.M in Percussion Performance and 
Instrumental Music Education and graduated in 2014 from the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music with a M.M. in Percussion Performance. 
Karamchandani is the principal percussionist of the Modesto-based 
Townsend Opera Players as well a section member of the Fresno Grand 
Opera. He also maintains an active freelance career in the Greater Bay 
Area performing with Livermore Opera, Golden Gate Symphony, Bay 
Pointe Ballet and One Found Sound.

Andy Meyerson
Andy Meyerson is the percussionist, co-founder, and artistic director of 
The Living Earth Show, a chamber ensemble comprised of himself and 
electric guitarist Travis Andrews. Meyerson is also music director for San 
Francisco-based renegade dance collective Post:Ballet, drummer and 
co-founder of the militant queer nü-metal collective COMMANDO, and a 
renowned solo percussionist. His first solo album, “My Side of the Story,” 
was released through slashsound recordings in 2016. Andy Meyerson is 
a Spaun Drums and Innovative Percussion endorsing artist.

 Ian Scarfe
Ian Scarfe enjoys a busy career as a piano soloist, collaborative pia-
nist, and chamber musician. Based in California, he performs regularly 
around the entire San Francisco Bay-Area, from Napa and Sonoma 
Valleys in the north, to Santa Cruz and the Monterey Bay in the south. 
An enthusiastic performer, he averages more than 100 performances 
each year, some of which him across the United States, Canada, and 
Europe. Recent highlights include the Kennedy Center in Washington 
D.C., the Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival in Alaska, and annual tours in 
Switzerland with the Zurich Mozart Trio. He is the founder and director 
of the Trinity Alps Chamber Music Festival and the Vinifera Trio.

 James Jaffe
Cellist James Jaffe has performed solos with CityMusic Cleveland, the 
National Repertory Orchestra, and the Stockton Symphony. Recent 
chamber music appearances have taken him to the Trinity Alps 
Chamber Music Festival, through Switzerland and France on concert 
tours, to the Robert Mann String Quartet Seminar in Manhattan, to 
Beijing’s Central Conservatory of Music, and frequently to Groupmuses 
in San Francisco, including a sold-out performance of Schubert’s Death 
and the Maiden at San Francisco’s first Massivemuse.

Hadley McCarroll
Pianist Hadley McCarroll has been hailed for her “…lively and exhila-
rating…” pianism (San Francisco Classical Voice). Born in Washington 
D.C., she received her formative training at the Levine School of Music 
and the Washington Conservatory of Music. A well-known performer 
throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, Hadley has worked throughout 
the United States and internationally as a solo and collaborative pianist.  
She has served on the music staff of the Royal Danish Opera, San 


